SPECTRUM 7
UNIVERSAL RIGHT ANGLE FINDER

The PROMASTER Universal Right Angle Finder fits most Digital SLR Cameras. Features include a built-in diopter with a 1.25x to 2.5x magnification, full 360 degree rotation and mounting attachments to provide universal mounting. Case is included.

Illustration:
1) Eyecup
2) Viewfinder dioptic ring. Turn this to bring the image in focus.
3) Magnification conversion lever allows you to set the magnification between 1.25x and 2.5x.
4) Eyepiece Adapter Mount

Specifications:
• Optics: High-quality optical glass consisting of 9 elements in 5 groups
• Magnification:
  $\beta_1 = 1.25X$ (Error range within $\pm 5\%$)
  $\beta_2 = 2.5X$ (Error range within $\pm 5\%$)
  Viewing angle warp during conversion magnification: $\geq 1$ dpt
• Angle: 0° – 360°
• Distance: 500–1400gf.cm
• Distinguishing Rate:
  Center: $\geq 0.4$
  1.25X $\geq 0.63$ (S direction)
  Edge: $\geq 0.7$ (M direction)
  Center: $\geq 4.4$
  2.5X $\geq 3.5$ (S direction)
  Edge: $\geq 2.5$ (M direction)
• Dimensions: 54mm x 40mm x 93mm

Maintenance:
• Keep this product dry. Precision optics can be cleaned with a high-quality PROMASTER SoftClean Cloth or PROMASTER Optic-Clean Tissue and Fluid.